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similar remarks apply, as well, to the second.The point we take to be
fundamental is this:Where it is the case that h = b'is an a posteriorl
truth, 'Nec(a = b)' is not an a posterioritruth. Why? | know the former
to be true by way of experience, whereas I know the latter only by ln'
ference.Knowledge bywayof inference is not knowledge bywayof
experience. Giventhat'a= b'I know'Nec(a = b)' independently of all
experience. The skeptic will reply: "Of course if it is "9iven." But this
riposte would be insufficient. Clearly, there are differences, as well
as similarities, between 'Nec(a = b)'and 'Tom is tall or Tom is not tall ';
I need to know'a = b' by experience before I can know'Nec(a = b)'
but I do not need to know that'Tom is tall 'or'Tom is not tall ' in
order to know'Tom is tall or Tom is not tall ', or that'Nec(Tom is tall
orTom is not tall)'. What I need to know in order to know'Nec(Tom
is tall or Tom is not tall)' is that'Tom is tall or Tom is not tall ' is true in
all possible worlds. I may claim to know this because I know, among
other things, the truth table for'or'and 'not'. lt is a logical truth and,
so, I am confident that I can infer'Nec(Tom is tall or Tom is not tall)'.
But what of 'a =b'? How do I know it is true in all possible worlds? |
either infer it ala Barcan or I infer this from its truth cndthe fact that
'a'and'b'are rigid designators. In either case knowledge of its truth
is a matter of inference not experience.

In the case where we infer'Nec(a = b) from the fact that'a'and
'b'are rigid designators and 'a = b'is true, we still fall short of being
able to maintain that'Nec(a = b) is a posteriori. Why? Because no
statement of necessity can be known to be true by way of experl'
ence; that is, I cannot know that a proposition is true in all possible
worlds by way of my experiences in this world without some infer'
ence based on logic or a theory about all possible worlds and rigid
designators; neither logic nor the theory of rigid designation are
empirical. I may know that'a = b'is true by experience in this world,
but not 'Nec(a = b)'. "But, surely," it may be said, "if I know that'a'
rigidly designates the same thing in all worlds and I know'b'desig-
nates the same thing in allworlds, and I know that in one of those
worlds, this one, 'a = b'then I must know that 'Nec(a = b)'!" The in.
terlocutor has missed the point. The point is that, even arguing from
rigid designation, knowledge of 'Nec(a = b)' is inferred from a priorl
principles governing inferences based on rigid designation and
logic. This is not to reject Kripke's theory of rigid designation. What
we are challenging here is the notion of a "necessary a posteriori." Al
this point, we may not be able to rule out the possibility that such
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statements of necessity are croser to being synthetic a priorithan tobeing necess ary a posteriori.

h) Colling into Question the Contingent a priori

It is sometimes claimed..(Aune t200gl p. 41) that Kripke arguesagainst Kant',s idea that ail knowredge oi n"."rs.ry truth is o priori.
What most people don,t know is that the idea of u n"..rriiy o'posteriori had been introd_uced, already, by another philosopher
in attacking Kant's views. Again, we have occasion to mention Re_ichenbach.

It.is therefore not possible, as Kont believed, to single out in
the concept of object o component that reason regords as
necessory. rt is experience that decides which ereients are
n ecessa ry (ital i cs odded _ srb).

- (Reichenbach i19201 p.88).

Reichenbach proposed an alternative to Kant,s synthetic a priori.
Because ofthis he courd not atow the Kantian idea ofthe ,.on."pi
of object" to be determ ined a priori.Instead, following Scf,f ict, fieintroduced the notion of ,,principles of coordinationl" principtes
having a basis in the ,,successive 

approximation,, by inductlon ioiconcept of an object in circumstances characterized by our evolv_ing knowledge of physics. rf we accept neither Reichenbach,s, norKripke's, view of the necessary a posteriori,then we are most likelyto be driven back to Kant,s idea of the synthe tic a priort.There maybe another, possibirity, however, one suih that thos" *no.r. qri.t
t3 ac:ept Kripke's argument, as one directed against Kant,s posi-
tion, fail to consider. Kant,s theory, as he actually states lt, revealsthat his concept of the a prioriis not rimited to knowredge wrricrrlacks empiricarerements. For Kant, there is a distinction to be made.Notall a prioriknowledge is "pure.,,lt may be argued that allegedlynecessary a posteriori knowledge is ,,mixed,, rather than priely 2priori.Whether all o priori propositions which are not,,mlxed,,are
synthetic a prioriis a question we shall not pursue. There ls, how_ever, another issue, whether there is such a if,ing as a contingent
a priori.
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Kripke not only argues for the "necessary aposteriori" he argues
for the "contingent a priori" as well. Notwithstanding the fact that
only the first has been shown to have a direct bearing on causa-
tion, we shall entertain, briefly, arguments for a contingent a priori.
Strictly speaking, for Kant this would be a contradiction. Our discus-
sion of whether this is a useful idea begins with Kripke's discussion
of an analogy raised by Wittgenstein.

wittgenstein inhis Philosophical lnvestigations d iscusses, at one
point, the impossibility of attributing'being'to elements of one's on-
tology. He br ings up what he thinks is an analogous impossibi l i ty:

There is one thing of which one con soy neither that it is
one metre long, nor that it is not one metre long, and that
is the stondard metre in Paris.-But this is, of course, not to
ascribe ony extraordinary property to it, but only to mark
its peculiar role in the language-game of measuring with
a metre-rule.

- (Wittgenstein [1953] 50)

Kripke is incredulous. lmmediately, before, entering objections
to Wittgenstein's view, he dismisses consideration of the concept
of 'the length of' as "not important." (Kripke [1972] p.54) We shall,
soon, see that it is the very thing Wittgenstein has in mind. Kripke,
then, remarks that he thinks Wittgenstein'jmust be wrong." (Kripke
[19721 p.54). The reason he gives for believing he's wrong is that
since I can take a ruler and measure the stick in Paris, discovering
that it is 39.37 inches,l can atlribute being a meter long to the
stick residing in Paris. ln this case, however, it can hardly be main-
tained that S's being 39.37 inches is contingent a priori, since in this
case knowing by measurement in inches that 5 is one meter one
is known by observat ion. When Kripke argues that 'St ick S is one
meter long at to '  is a pr ior ihe must be thinking of S in i ts special
employment as introducing a unit  of  measurement.  Insofar as i t
can be regarded as an ordinary stick it can be measured with a
ruler to confirm its being a meter long, but then we can't say its
being a meter is known a priori. On the other hand, if we treat it
as a special stick, we cannot regard the sentence as contingent.
In the course of Kripke's argument there appears to be a shifting
back and forth between these two ways of regarding the stick The
problem is that we can't tell what he means when he uses '5'. Taken
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under one description,'used as a standard for determining the unit
rnefel,'the sentence may be necessary, assuming we can ou"rcom"
wittgenstein's claim that we can't even attribute being a meter to
i t .  ln this case, using a rurer to determine i ts rength ai  one meter
wi l l just beg the quest ion by, eventual ly,  rais ing another the ques_
tion' viz' the question of the standard for fixing bne inch, and how
we know its length.

Consider the sentence

(Ql) S is one meter long.

lf we take 'S'to stand for ,the standard meter stick,then I know o
priori Ihe truth of 'S is a meter long,, since

(Q2) The standard meter stick is one meter long.

is true of any standard meter stick. In addition (e2) is necessary
with this understanding. r t  must be kept in mind that ,standard
meter st ick ' is not l ike'United Nat ions' ,  appl ied to nat ions that are
in fact div ided, or 'Holy Roman Empirei  where the Church is not
being described thereby as Roman or an empire. 'standard' is be-
ing used in 'standard meter stick'as an adjective, not part of name,
although one could give the stick this name.

Even i f  the st ick is heated, as long as ldon,t  specifya t ime i t
will stil l be a meter long, regardless of how much it expands. Or,
we might treat the notion of being a meter as subject to change
depending on the temperature and, therefore, the length of t[e
stick. The reference is not fixed but the sentence e2 is nonetheless
true and a priori.lf I stipu late a time, then e2 retains its status as a
priori, adjusted for time of utterance, but is no longer necessary, ac_
cording to Kripke's proposar, because if heated its rength changes.
Q3 is warranted:

(Q3) The standard meter stick at t0 is one meter long.

In this case the sentence is neither necessary nor a priori. So far
our alternatives are Q2, which is both necessa ry and a priori;or, e3,
which is contingent and a posteriori. so where does Kripke get the
idea that the sentence er is both contingent and a priori? irript"
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[1980] p. 56). lf we are right his proposal trades on an ambiguity, an
ambiguity that is papered over by using '5' instead of 'The standard
meter stick in Paris'. Using 'S'creates the illusion that we are talking
about just any stick, rather than some stick taken under the descrip-
tion 'standard meter stick'. lf we construe'S'as a proper name of a
stick, then

(Q4) Necessarily S is one meter long

is false. lf we take 'S' as a description, 'the standard meter stick',
then

(Q2) The standard meter stick is one meter long

is necessary and a priori; that is, where 5 is taken under the descrip-
tion 'standard meter stick"S is one meter long'is both necessary
and a priori, just as 'The number of planets is necessarily greater
than 7' is false where 9 is taken under the description 'the number
of planets' (Quine). But in case 'S'simply names a stick then 'S is
one meter long' is, merely, contingent and a posteriori. What Kripke
does in order to get a "contingent a priori" is shift back and forth
from one reading to another. That is, in order to get the a priori
reading he takes 'S'as 'the standard meter stick'; but in order to get
the contingent reading he regards'S'as justthe name of a stick. This
can be expressed in familiar terminology. Consider (Q5)

(Q5) The standard meter stick is necessarily one meter long.

lf we regard 'necessarily' as de dicto, then it is necessary a nd a priori.
lf we constru e it as de re, then it is false but contingent. By surrepti-
tiously alternating his reading of (Q5) he feels that he can assert
that (Q1) is both contingent and a priori.lt should be noted that the
objection being raised depends on Dummett's suggestion that the
theory of rigid designation comes down to scope. (Dummett [1973]
p. 128) Nor, even, that deriving the possibility of a contingent a priori
amounts in any way to a reductio ad absurdum argument against
the theory. Only that Kripke arrives at seemingly paradoxical con-
clusions by equivocation. lt is easy to overlook another aspect of his
treatment of this situation, one that is especially important.
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He says that the one, whoever it is, who fixes the reference of
'one meter' has a certain length in mind that he "wants to mark out."
(Kripke 119721p.55) and, so, he finds a stick that has "that length."
This is a peculiar thing to carry around in one's mind, that is, the
idea of a particular length. What would be the "vehicle" for such
an idea? Might it be something like the idea of being some frac-
tion of the distance between the moon and Jupiter? But, then, we
need some unit measure in order to begin our search for a standard
meter; either that or we have very long arms. What, exactly, do I
have in mindT How do I determine that the length of this stick is the
length to which I want to fix the reference of 'one meter'? In any
event, armed with this idea, he sets out to find some stick having
this length, and behold, he finds it.

Alternatively, we may discard this notion of a pre-existing idea
of a certain length. But, now Kripke notes that in the case of S it is
not the meaning of bne meter'that is being given, even though,
in some sense, he calls the procedure a "definition"; rather, what
is going on is that the reference of 'one meter' is being fixed.This
notion of giving a definition without giving the meaning, actually,
goes back to Schlick's notion of coordinate definition. Suppose
we say that by bne meter'we "mean" 'the length of S' (whatever
that might be). Kripke is, fully, aware that we might have chosen
another stick, even though, if we were looking to fix reference to a
particular length we have in mind, we would have to find a stick of
the same length. A word, next, on the alleged cases of necessary
a prioritruths.

I can know a priorithat if h = b' is true, then 'Nec(a = b)' is true;
that is, that it is true in all worlds. But from my knowledge that 4
and b are identical I cannot know from this fact, alone, that they are
identical in all possible worlds. 5o when Kripke descrlbes the neces-
sary truth of h = b' he is fine, but when he adds "a posterlorl' he is
equivocating, moving from the metalinguistic idea of the truth of
'a = b'to a truth about objects, not sentences. Let's be clear about
something, l think, Kripke misses. From the fact that two thlngs are
identical it may follow that they are necessarily identlcal. But the
fact that'a = b' is true in all possible worlds in not known a poste-
riori. In other words, the sentence'Necessarily (a = b') is not known
by experience; it is known by inference;what we know by Inference.
I may know'a = b' by experience, but I cannot know'Necessarily
(a = b)' by looking, even if I can only know 'a = b' bY looklng. To
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ref lect on an earl ier proposal:  I  may know that 'Tom is tal l 'or 'Tom
is not tall ' only by way of experience, but no experience is required
in order to know the truth of 'Tom is tall or Tom is not tall '. Let's
return, briefly, to Kripke's discussion of Wittgenstein and the meter
stick for some concluding remarks on why Kripke misunderstood
wittgenstein.

Wittgenstein's point, as far as the meter stick is concerned, is
that in its capacity as a representotion of a unit of measurement it is
a conceptual error to believe the stick can be checked to see wheth-
er it really succeeds at representing a meter. The question should
be: "How can I say one way or the other whether the meter stick in
Paris really represents a meter?" A ruler will not suffice to provide
an answer to this question. Again, there is no fact of the matter to
check. This is what Kripke misses. Any particular concept of length
depends on what we select to measure length, not the other way
around. lt is possible Kripke sees this as a potential problem. How-
ever, this idea is the locus of Wittgenstein's argument. There are
historical reasons for believing this to be true.

In a lecture some years ago, the philosopher of science, Rom
Harre, commented on the early Wittgenstein's involvement with
philosophy of science. The influence of Hertz is well known. But
Harre's point struck a chord with this writer because he had been,
strongly, impressed by the possibility of understanding some of the
later Wittgenstein's aphorisms in terms of developments in physics.
In most cases the influence is subtle, but it so happens that with
respect to the discussion of the meter stick in Paris it is not so subtle.
In particular, the influence of Reichenbach, whose views in connec-
tion with Wittgenstein have already been mentioned, seems nearly
certain. Reichenbach makes precrsely the same point Wittgenstein
appears to be making, only many years earlier. Reichenbach ad-
dresses certain criticisms of the Theory of Relativity, distinguishing
the " logical"  and "technical"  impossibi l i ty of  measurement.

There is the impossibility of making measurements which
is due to the limitations of our technical means. I shall
call it technical impossibility.ln oddition, there is a logi-
cal impossibility of measuring. Even if we hod o perfect
experimental technique, we should be unable to avoid
this logical impossibility. lt is logicolly impossible to de-
termine whether the standard meter stick in poris is re-
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ally a meter...lt is arbitrarily defined as the unit, ond the
question whether it really represents this unit has lost its
meaning.

- (Reichen ba ch 11927 I pp. 28-29)

Notice that the possibi l i ty of  measuring the st ick in Paris with
Kripke's ruler is a technicalpossibility, but what Reichenbach and
Wittgenstein are saying is that determining whether or not the
stick in Paris really represents the length of a meter is logically im-
possible. What Reichenbach, and Wittgenstein, are saying casts
doubt on the success of Kripke's argument that there is a "con-
tingent a priori." For Wittgenstein and Reichenbach, the question
of whether the stick is really a meter long, or really represents a
meter, are one and the same. Kripke's move is based on exploiting
a, seeming, ambiguity.  But,  the real problem for him is that intro-
ducing this stick as the "meter stick" is a way of giving meaning to
'meter'; it is not a way of singling out the length of this stick and
fixing reference to that length. Kripke tells us that in the case of fix-
ing the reference of 'meter '  I  am not giv ing the meaning, only the
reference (Kripke [1980] p. 55); but if this is not giving the meaning
then what meaning, as opposed to reference, can 'meter'possess.
The question is never raised.

i) The SingularistView and Knowledge of Actions

We have seen that one of Kripke's arguments for the necessary d
posteriori relies on the idea of an epistemic situation or epistemic
counterpart. Elsewhere I have discussed a problematic feature of
this approach, one issuing from considerations of necessary diver-
sity. (Bayne 119881) Despite the doubts we have raised, for now we
willacceptthe idea of necessary aposterioritruths as an applicable

"technology" in addressing the ident i ty of intent ional act ions.
Recall that Kripke establishes the contingency of identity state-

ments such as 'water = HrO' by pointing out that we might be in
the same epistemic situation in identifying a substance as water as
we might be in identifying some other substance, say a substance
found only on the planet Mongo (our example), even though that
substance is not HrO. Kripke points out that in this case we have
identified a substance based on contingent properties related to


